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Excess recovery heat production by isolated muscles from mice overexpressing uncoupling protein-3

N. A. Curtin, J. C. Clapham* and C. J. Barclay§

Biological Structure and Function Section, Division of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Sir Alexander Fleming Building, Imperial College, London SW7 2AZ, UK, *Vascular Biology, GlaxoSmithKline, Harlow, Essex CM19 5AW, UK and §School of Physiotherapy and Exercise Science, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus, PMB50 Gold Coast Mail Centre, Queensland 9726, Australia

Contractile and energetic performance of bundles of muscle fibres from the soleus of mice overexpressing uncoupling protein 3 (UCP-3tg) were compared with the performance of bundles from wild-type mice. Force and heat production were measured during a series of thirty 0.2 s isometric tetani at L0, the length optimal for force. UCP-3tg fibres were as strong as the wild-type and maintained force in the series equally well; in the first tetanus force was 116.9 ± 15.1 and 133.3 ± 19.7 mN mm⁻² respectively (all values means ± s.e.m., n = 6 for UCP-3tg and n = 5 for wild-type). Heat production was partitioned into initial heat (due to contractile ATPases and the creatine kinase reaction) and recovery heat (due to other ATP-supplying processes) and expressed relative to the first cycle total heat. Initial heat production was similar for the UCP-3tg and wild-type fibres, decreasing during the series from 0.799 ± 0.052 to 0.661 ± 0.061 relative units (UCP-3tg), and from 0.806 ± 0.024 to 0.729 ± 0.039 relative units (wild-type). In both types the recovery heat was small at the start of the series and increased as the series progressed. At the end of the series, recovery heat production by UCP-3tg fibres, 1.575 ± 0.246 relative units, was twice that of the wild-type fibres, 0.729 ± 0.072 relative units. The extra recovery heat represents inefficient recovery in UCP-3tg fibres. This is the first direct evidence of enhanced energy dissipation as heat when UCP-3tg is overexpressed.
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Uncoupling protein-3 (UCP-3) is a mitochondrial transporter protein expressed mainly in skeletal muscle. Evidence from experiments on both tissues and isolated mitochondria support a role for UCP-3 in whole animal energy balance (Rolfe et al. 1999; reviewed by Ricquier & Bouillaud, 2000). Despite its homology with UCP-1, which is expressed in brown adipose tissue and is a proton leak channel, UCP-3 does not appear to be directly involved in controlling body temperature in a way analogous to that of UCP-1. For example, expression of UCP-3 increases during starvation (Cadenas et al. 1999, Bezaire et al. 2001), a condition in which muscle metabolism is reduced (Ma & Foster, 1986). Despite the increase in UCP-3 in starved rats, mitochondrial proton conductance is not increased (Cadenas et al. 1999; Bezaire et al. 2001).

The precise mechanism of action of UCP-3 remains unknown. There is evidence that UCP-3 functions as a mild mitochondrial uncoupler under other conditions. Echtay et al. (2002) have recently shown that superoxide increases proton conductance via UCP-3, as well as UCP-1 and 2, and thus decreases reactive oxygen species production. They conclude that in this way UCPs function to protect cells against deleterious effects of reactive oxygen species.

There is strong evidence indicating that UCP-3 participates in fatty acid metabolism in muscle. Samec et al. (1998) compared the time course of expression of UCP-3 in gastrocnemius and soleus muscles of rats with changes in body fat and serum free fatty acid concentration during refeeding following starvation. They concluded on the basis of the strong correlation in timecourses that UCP-3 is involved in switching muscle metabolism from lipids to carbohydrates during refeeding. The finding of Moore et al. (2001) that thioesterase mRNA expression is increased in skeletal muscle overexpressing UCP-3 also supports the case for its involvement in fatty acid metabolism, especially in situations where fatty acid oxidation is increased.

Given the uncertainty about the exact role (or roles) of UCP-3 in energy balance, the physiology of transgenic mice overexpressing UCP-3 (UCP-3tg, Clapham et al. 2000) is clearly of interest. The concentration of UCP-3 protein in mitochondria of these animals is much higher than in wild-type; Cadenas et al. (2002) found levels 20 times greater than their wild-type controls. The UCP-3tg mice are hyperphagic, but weigh less and contain less adipose tissue than wild-type controls, which indicates higher energy expenditure by the UCP-3tg mice. Furthermore,
they have higher resting oxygen consumption, although their locomotor activity is not greater than that of wild-type animals (Clapham et al. 2000). These observations suggest the hypothesis that muscles from UCP-3tg mice are less efficient at supplying the ATP demands of locomotion than muscles of wild-type animals.

The hypothesis was tested by comparing the initial and recovery heat production by isolated soleus muscle from UCP-3tg and wild-type mice. The mechanical performance and initial heat production in a non-fatiguing series of isometric tetani were similar for the two types of muscle, but recovery heat production by UCP-3tg muscles was much greater than that of wild-type muscle.

METHODS

The experiments were done on muscle fibres from soleus muscle from C57BL/6 × CBA mice overexpressing a human UCP-3 transgene (Clapham et al. 2000) and wild-type littermates. All animal experimentation was conducted according to the provisions of the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. The mice were killed by a concussion followed by cervical dislocation. The soleus muscles were dissected under saline (composition mM: NaCl, 118; KCl, 4.75; NaHCO₃, 24.8; CaCl₂, 2.54; MgSO₄, 1.18; KH₂PO₄, 1.18; glucose, 10; equilibrated with 95% O₂–5% CO₂). A small bundle of fibres with tendon at each end was removed from each muscle of fibres with tendon at each end was removed from each muscle

For each experiment a bundle was mounted between force transducer (Cambridge Technology, Inc., model 400A) and adjustable hook via the platinum clips. Electrical stimuli were applied from end to end of the bundle via the platinum clips. The bundle was in contact with a metal-film thermopile (Mulieri et al. 1977) that produced a signal proportional to the temperature difference between the fibre bundle and the thermostatically controlled heat sink (reference temperature). The thermopile and fibre bundle were enclosed in a chamber maintained at 25 °C. A custom-designed program written in TestPoint was used to control the stimulus and Peltier heating current, to record force, stimuli and thermopile output, and to perform some analysis of the records. An 1802AO series A–D board (Keithley Instruments, Reading, UK) was used.

Experimental protocol

The relationship between stimulus strength and isometric twitch force was investigated to identify the stimulus strength required to activate all the muscle fibres. The stimulus pulse duration was kept constant at 1 ms and strength was varied by changing stimulus voltage. The relationship between muscle length and isometric force in a brief tetanus was investigated to identify \( L_0 \), the length giving maximum force. For determining \( L_0 \), the tetanus duration and frequency were 0.1 s and 50 Hz. The optimum stimulus strength and muscle length of \( L_0 \) were used for the rest of the experiment. The fibre bundle was rested for at least 10 min in saline between these preliminary measurements and the next part of the experiment.

The fibre bundle performed a series of 30 isometric tetani at 5 s intervals. Tetanus duration was 0.2 s and stimulus frequency was 70 Hz. Force and temperature were recorded continuously at 80 Hz.

At the end of the experiment the fibre length at \( L_0 \) was measured under a dissecting microscope. The fibre bundle was fixed in alcohol, followed by 2% formalin in modified saline (as above except buffered with Hepes 10 mM, and without NaHCO₃ and glucose). Tendon and non-fibre material were removed, and fibres were dried in air and weighed. A wet to dry weight ratio of 5 (Leijendekker et al. 1987) was used to calculate the wet weight from measured dry weight.

Analysis of the heat records

Two different thermopiles were used: one consisted of constantan–chromel couples with a thermal EMF of 34.2 µV (degree temperature difference)⁻¹ thermocouple⁻¹. The other consisted of antimony–bismuth couples with a thermal EMF of 63.2. Recordings were made from between 8 and 20 thermocouples depending on the length of the fibre bundle. The voltage output from the thermopile was converted to \( 10^{-3} \) °C temperature change in the muscle as previously described (see Woledge et al. 1985, pp. 183–187). In brief: (1) records were corrected for heat loss using the rate constant measured by the Peltier method, (2) the signal was converted from volts to \( 10^{-3} \) °C temperature change using the appropriate thermal EMF and the number of thermocouples used for recording and (3) the temperature change due to stimulus heat was subtracted from the record. The resulting signal is the temperature change in the muscle and is proportional to the heat produced by the muscle.
Heat loss
The time constant for heat loss was measured in the following way: the fibre bundle was heated to a constant temperature by passing an appropriate current through the thermopile. The exponential decline in thermopile output was recorded after the current was switched off. This record shows thermopile output as heat was being lost from the fibre bundle to the heat sink; it was fitted with an exponential function to give the rate constant for heat loss.

Stimulus heat
Stimulus heat is produced as the stimulus current passes through the resistance of the saline and fibre bundle. It was measured in nine experiments in which the fibre bundle had been made inexcitable by soaking in 18 mM procaine in saline. In each experiment thermopile output was recorded during 1 s of stimulation at 50 or 80 Hz, pulse duration 1 ms, at a range of voltages between 2 and 8 V, which encompassed the range used in the experiments on contracting muscle. For each fibre bundle at least three voltages were used. Thermopile output was converted to muscle temperature change as described above. Total temperature change/stimulus frequency was directly proportional to $V^2t/w$, where $V$ was the stimulus voltage (V), $t$ was the stimulus pulse width (ms), and $w$ was the wet weight (mg) of the muscle preparation. The mean slope of this relationship for the nine fibre bundles was 0.00063 ± 0.00011 (mean ± S.E.M.). The stimulus heat produced in each experiment on contracting muscle was calculated from this value, together with the stimulus voltage, pulse duration, number of stimuli and fibre bundle weight.

The total heat produced in each of the thirty 5 s cycles was measured and partitioned as illustrated in Fig. 1 into ‘initial’ heat produced during the contraction and ‘recovery’ heat produced in the interval between contractions. A straight line was fitted to the record between times 1.5 and 4 s of the cycle using Excel Solver. The line was extrapolated to the start of the cycle at 0 s and to the end of the cycle, at 5 s. Initial heat was calculated as the difference between the extrapolated value at the start of this cycle and the extrapolated value at the end of the previous cycle. The recovery heat was calculated as the difference between the extrapolated value at 5 s and that at 0 s in the same cycle. Total heat for the cycle is the sum of initial and recovery heats.

Initial, recovery and total values for each fibre preparation are expressed relative to the total heat in the first cycle. This was done to remove variation due to differences in preparation size and intrinsic contractility of the preparations. The bundles of fibres dissected from the wild-type and UCP-3tg muscles were not consistently different in size, nor intrinsic strength (see Results).

Statistics
Mean values ± S.E.M. are reported.

RESULTS
The isometric stress (force per cross sectional area) developed during the first tetanus of the series was similar for wild-type and UCP-3tg muscles, 133.3 ± 19.7 (n = 5) and 116.9 ± 15.1 mN mm$^{-2}$ (n = 6) respectively. Figure 2A shows how the peak force changed during the series of 30 tetani. Peak force declined, but to a similar extent, reaching a final value of 0.85 ± 0.047 (n = 5) of its initial value in wild-type and 0.89 ± 0.023 (n = 6) in the UCP-3tg muscles. Thus in this isometric test, the UCP-3tg muscles were able to match the performance of wild-type muscle.

The time course of force production was not obviously different between the two groups of muscles. However, the time resolution of the recording (80 Hz, 1 point per 12.5 ms) was not high, so changes on a time-scale shorter than this could not have been detected.

![Figure 2. Force and heat production by soleus fibres from UCP-3tg and wild-type mice](image)

A, peak force in each 0.2 s tetanus in the series expressed relative to peak force in the first tetanus. B, initial heat production during each 5 s cycle expressed relative to the total heat in the first cycle. C, recovery heat production during each 5 s cycle expressed relative to the total heat in the first cycle. Mean ± S.E.M. n = 6, ○, UCP-3tg; n = 5, ●, wild-type.
Total temperature change in the first cycle of the series was similar for the two groups of muscles; it was $1.808 \pm 0.397 \times 10^{-3}$ °C ($n = 5$) in wild-type and $1.780 \pm 0.420 \times 10^{-3}$ °C ($n = 6$) in UCP-3tg. The total temperature change in each 5 s cycle, which consisted of a 0.2 s tetanus followed by 4.8 s without stimulation, was separated into parts due to initial heat and recovery heat as described in the Methods. The initial heat occurs at a high rate during and shortly after the 0.2 s tetanus, and recovery heat is produced at a lower rate during the rest of the cycle. Both initial and recovery heat varied as the series progressed. Figure 2B and C summarises the heat production during the series. All values are expressed as a fraction of the total heat (initial + recovery) in the first cycle of the series. Muscles from the UCP-3tg and wild-type mice produced similar amounts of initial heat. This was about 0.8 relative units at the start of the series in both cases and decreased somewhat during the series, reaching $0.729 \pm 0.039$ relative units in the last cycle of the series for wild-type and $0.660 \pm 0.047$ relative units for the UCP-3tg groups.

Comparison of Fig. 2B and C shows that, in contrast to the initial heat, the pattern of recovery heat production in the series was different in wild-type compared to UCP-3tg muscles. In both types of muscle, recovery heat was a small fraction of the total early in the series; in the first cycle of the series it was $0.194 \pm 0.024$ relative units for wild-type and $0.201 \pm 0.052$ relative units in the UCP-3tg muscles. Recovery heat increased in both types by the same amount during the next few cycles. After about five cycles the wild-type muscles reached a steady state in which both the initial heat and recovery heat remained nearly constant in successive cycles and approximately equal. For the last 20 cycles, the wild-type muscle mean initial heat production was $0.742 \pm 0.023$ relative units and recovery heat was $0.684 \pm 0.066$ relative units. The recovery heat production by UCP-3tg muscles continued to increase in successive cycles and by the last cycle was $1.575 \pm 0.026$ relative units, more than twice the recovery heat produced by wild-type muscle.

**DISCUSSION**

The results show that soleus muscle fibres from UCP-3tg mice produced as much force and maintained performance (resisted fatigue) as well as muscle fibres from wild-type. Thus on the basis of force produced in this isometric test, there is no evidence that overexpression of UCP-3 in skeletal muscle affects its contractile performance.

The test protocol used here (30 cycles, each consisting of a 0.2 s tetanus followed by 4.8 s without stimulation) was chosen because it would be expected to be non-fatiguing for wild-type muscle. Barclay et al. (1995) showed that for moderately fatiguing protocols, the magnitude of decline in force between successive tetani in a series was proportional to the mismatch between energy demand and energy supply. They used initial heat as an estimate of energy demand, ATP use during contraction and recovery heat as an estimate of energy supply. Our results for wild-type fibres, like theirs, showed that when energy demand and supply match, the heat production attains a steady state and little fatigue occurs.

Our UCP-3tg fibres behaved very differently in that a steady state was not reached; recovery heat continued to increase throughout the series of contraction + rest cycles. Nevertheless, the fibres continued to produce force as well as the wild-type. These facts suggest that the ATP demands for contraction of the UCP-3tg fibres were indeed met by the ATP supplying reactions that occurred during the recovery periods. However, the ATP supplying reactions were operating less efficiently than in the wild-type fibres. More energy was required to supply each ATP because energy was ‘wasted’ and released heat in the UCP-3tg fibres during recovery. This interpretation is consistent with the finding by Clapham et al. (2000) that the UCP-3tg mice have a higher resting oxygen consumption than wild-type mice despite similar locomotor activity. Thus we expect that there is excess oxygen consumption occurring in our UCP-3tg muscle fibres during recovery.

It remains to be seen how well UCP-3tg muscle can match wild-type performance in more demanding contraction protocols.

Barclay et al. (1995) showed that as stimulus duty cycle was increased up to 30% in wild-type soleus the decline in isometric force (fatigue) increased in proportion to the mismatch between energy demand (initial heat) and energy supply (recovery heat). It could be that energetic mismatch in UCP-3tg fibres will become evident at a lower level of demand (lower duty cycle). This would occur if, for example, oxygen supply became the limiting factor (UCP-3tg fibres need a higher rate of oxygen use to match the same ATP demand). Alternatively, UCP-3tg fibres may be able to upregulate the relatively inefficient ATP supply reactions sufficiently to match ATP demand as well as the wild-type fibres do. Further experiments are required to answer these questions.

**Function of UCP-3 in wild-type animals**

As indicated in the Introduction, the role or roles of UCP-3 in wild-type animals remains unknown. There is evidence that UCP-3 participates in fatty acid metabolism in skeletal muscle (Samec et al. 1998; Moore et al. 2001); other...
evidence points to UCPs (including UCP-3) acting as mild uncouplers of mitochondria when stimulated by superoxide (Echtay et al. 2002). The experiments reported here do not directly bear on the detailed mechanism of action of UCP-3, nor on the question of whether it functions differently when present at the high concentrations found in the transgenic animals (Stuart et al. 1999; Cadenas et al. 2002; Echtay et al. 2002). Additional and different experiments are required to answer resolve these points. Our experiments were aimed at testing the physiological function (contractile and energetic performance) of muscles containing UCP-3 at levels reached in transgenic mice and comparing it with that of wild-type controls. The results show that high UCP-3 concentration did not affect contractile performance in the protocol used here, but energy turnover was clearly affected.
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